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Project Title (tentative) 
Virtual TC App with Natural Language Processing (NLP) Capability 

We simplify the technology for traveller. 

Project Brief 
Tocco Studios builds interactive solutions for the banking institutes. One of the key strengths of Tocco Studios is to provide the travel 
technology serving the emerging affluence, the Wealth Banking / Privilege Banking customers for the banks. 

Based on a report done by McKinsey, commissioned by Singapore Tourism Board (STB), there are about one billion millennials in Asia, 
making up about one-quarter of the region's total population. But already, they account for 35 per cent of the total travel expenditure in 
the region, spending some S$280 billion a year on international travel. This is even before they have reached the peak of their earning 
years. 

This presents significant opportunities for the travel industry, with millennial spending expected to hit some S$460 billion by 2020. For 
industry watchers, the term 'millennial traveller' refers to more than just a demographic group. They see it as an emerging mindset in a 
region of rising affluence. 

Target Audience 
1. Millennials / Gen-Y travellers 
2. Gen-Z travellers 
3. Solo Travellers 

Feature Requirements 

Input Method 
1. voice input using google speech api 
2. natural language processing 
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Key Technologies 
1) NLP  
2) Machine Learning 
3) Analytics 
4) Recommendation Engine 
5) GDS-es 

Key Features / Challenges 
1) Price Watch Feature (so that you dont have to check frequently, you set an acceptable target) 

2) Ultra user-friendly UI 
Shortest flight 
Cheapest flight 
Direct flight 
No red eye flight 

3) Backend CMS to link to all the travel packages. Once you bought a flight ticket, you will likely need a hotel or car rental or even Day 
Tour / Land Tour 

4) Restaurant info and booking 

5) Peripheral Feature 
> weather, info on local festivals etc etc 

What Tocco will provide 
1) APIs to flight search and other components (hotels, packages etc etc) 

2) Domain Knowledge of travel industry on how airlines and GDSes work 



Future Potentials 
If this app is well done - we will provide funding for commercialization. It is an opportunity to start a business for those who are more 
adventurous. 

More Information please contact: 
vincent.lai@toccostudios.com 
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